Q&A
VIQC 2021-2022: Pitching In
Tagged: G4
Welcome to the official VEX IQ Challenge Question & Answer system, where all registered teams have the
opportunity to ask for official rules interpretations and clarifications. This Q&A system is the only source for
official VIQC Pitching In rules clarifications, and the clarifications made here from the Game Design Committee
(GDC) are considered as official and binding as the written Game Manual itself.
Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting. This system is only intended for specific VIQC Pitching
In rules questions.
For event, registration, or other competition support questions, please contact your REC Foundation
Manager.
For VEX technical support, contact support@vex.com or sales@vex.com.
For game questions, suggestions, or concerns outside of specific and official rules questions, contact
GDC@vex.com
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<G4> Pre-match setup - Is a spinning motor pre-match legal?
G4

G4 shows the pre-match setup rules as follows:
<G4> Pre-Match setup. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must meet the following criteria:
1.
Only be contacting the Floor and / or the Field perimeter (i.e. not contacting any Balls, other Field Elements, or
other Robots).
2.
Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area, bounded by one of the Starting Positions.
3.
Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
There is no mention of motor run status in this rule, based on this absence, can you please confirm that a motor is
allowed to spin pre-match as long as the full text of G4 is otherwise followed? Examples included 'spinning up' a
ball collector, flywheel, conveyor belt, etc.

Answered by committee

No, this would not be permissible.
Although rule G12 primarily refers to the end of a Match, part "c" and the Note can be applied to further understand
this ruling:
c. This rule’s intent is for Driver inputs and Robot motion to cease at the end of the Match. A preprogrammed routine which causes the Robot to continue moving after the end of the Match would
violate the spirit of this rule. Any Scoring which takes place after the Match due to Robots continuing to
move will not count.
Note: Using a motor’s built-in “Hold” function, such as to remain Hanging, is permissible.
Generally speaking, any time outside of the 60-second Match should be viewed as a "disabled" period, wherein the
Robot is not moving and/or responding to any input from its Drivers.

Teamwork Matches Robot Starting Positions.
G4

Our question is regarding the starting positions of the robots in Teamwork Matches. We are an event partner and many
teams were asking about starting positions for their robot. In the game manual, It does address robot starting positions for
Live Remote Matches in rule <LRT6> along with figure 23. But there is no such rule for on-site teamwork matches. The
only documentation that addresses starting positions is on page 8 of the game manual (Starting Position) where the
Figure 17 shows 2 robots on opposite sides of the field, but the actual wording doesn't state that robots must start on
opposite sides of the field. Thus, the item in question is whether alliances can start both robots on the same side of the
field. Thank you!
Robots must begin Live Remote Matches, in one of the highlighted Starting Positions depicted below. In addition, only
one Robot from the Alliance may start on a given side of the field, as shown in Figure 23; i.e. one Robot must start on the
“audience side”, and one Robot must start on the “Driver Station side”

Answered by committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically point 2, "Read and search existing Q&As
before posting". We believe the following previously answered post answers your question; if it does not, please feel
free to rephrase and re-submit.
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2021-2022/QA/884

Starting Position during Teamwork Challenge
G4

I am looking for confirmation on how we are reading the definition of "Starting Position" and <G4> Pre-Match setup, at the
beginning of a match. "Any one of the designated 11x19" volumes of the field where robots must start the match." No
mention, in the definition or in <G4>, is made about robots needing to be on opposite sides or opposite halves (divided by
the Low Bar).
The confusion is that all images of robots in starting positions in the game manual show the two teamwork robots starting
along opposite long sides and on different sides (not on the same side of Low Bar). We believe that the images are NOT
to be interpreted as a requirement or limitation for where each team may choose to start the match.
Meaning, let us consider Starting Positions to be named #1 - #8. If Team #1 chooses to setup their robot in Spot #1,
Team #2 could choose to setup their robot in any of the other 7 "Starting Position"(s), including the spot that may be
adjacent to Spot #1 where Robot #1 choose to start.
Is this reading of the rules correct?

Answered by committee

The confusion is that all images of robots in starting positions in the game manual show the two
teamwork robots starting along opposite long sides and on different sides (not on the same side of
Low Bar). We believe that the images are NOT to be interpreted as a requirement or limitation for
where each team may choose to start the match.
Meaning, let us consider Starting Positions to be named #1 - #8. If Team #1 chooses to setup their
robot in Spot #1, Team #2 could choose to setup their robot in any of the other 7 "Starting Position"(s),
including the spot that may be adjacent to Spot #1 where Robot #1 choose to start.
Is this reading of the rules correct?
Yes, this is correct, in a Teamwork Challenge Match. The examples shown in the field images are just meant to
represent one possible starting configuration.
As a side note, however, please note that this is only true for the Teamwork Challenge. When competing in a Live
Remote Tournament, rule LRT4 applies:
<LRT4> At the beginning of a Live Remote Match, the setup criteria listed in rule <G4> still applies.
However, only one Robot from the Alliance may start in each pair of the Starting Position options
depicted in Figure 22; one Robot must start on the “audience side”, and one Robot must start on the
“Driver Station side”.

Clarification of Set Up Placement for the Tall Middle Goal for Neutral Zone
G4

Our team has noticed after working on some Autonomous Programs that the tall Neutral Middle Goal placement is
different from several Vex posted sites. Please clarify the placement and orientation and which document is authoritative.
I'm also an EP and we are hosting an event on Oct 23. I already have printed field reset papers for volunteers using the
light gray with foam tiles lines shown on the bottom right side of the image attached. Just wanted to note that this image
is easier to follow for volunteers to decide the correct placement.

Answered by committee

Edit 2021-12-07: The v2.2 Game Manual update included the following “red box” addition to rule <G19>. We
sincerely apologize for any inconvenience and confusion caused by this inconsistency.
Prior to version 2.2 of the Game Manual (released December 2021), there have been conflicting
interpretations of the correct Mobile Goal rotation in the official game documentation. The layout
defined in Figure 20 above, and Appendix A, in version 2.2 (or later) of the Game Manual is the only
correct variation. This layout takes precedent over any other variations found elsewhere, such as other
figures, websites, videos, etc that were created prior to December 2021.

Here are some ways to visualize the correct orientation, using the V-shaped vision target as the “front”
of the heptagon, and the rectangular vision target as the “back” of the heptagon:
• The Alliance Mobile Goals that rest on the Platforms are “pointing towards” their respective Platform
• The Alliance Mobile Goals that begin on the AWP Line are “pointing towards” the Neutral Zone
• The outer two Neutral Mobile Goals are ”pointing towards” the field perimeter walls
• The center Neutral Mobile Goal is “pointing up”, when viewed from the audience perspective, or
“pointing left” when viewed from the red Alliance Station

Height IQ
G4 R4

Can the robot height be more than 15 inches? or is it just at the start at 15 and then can extend further when match
begins?

Answered by committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the
latest version of the manual in your question". Often, you'll find that by quoting the rule, you'll answer your own
question.
Robot height is governed by rule G4, which reads as follows, with a few portions bolded for emphasis:
<G4> Pre-match setup. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must meet the following criteria:
1.
Only be contacting the Floor and/or the field perimeter.
2.
Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area, bounded by the Starting Positions.
3.
Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
An offending Robot will be removed from the Match at the Head Referee’s discretion. They will not
receive a Disqualification, but they will not be permitted to play in the Match.
Note 1: Robots must be placed on the field promptly. Repeated failure to do so could result in a
violation of <G1>.
Note 2: Robots may expand beyond their starting size constraints after the start of the Match.
The exact definition of the term “promptly” is at the discretion of the Head Referee and the Event
Partner, who will consider event schedule, previous warnings or delays, etc. Once the Match starts,
expansion is unlimited.
If this does not answer your question, please feel free to rephrase and re-submit.

<RSC7> RESETTING Robots during a Programming Skills Match (Clarification of G4 Question)
G4 RSC7

This question was asked and answered, but I need some clarification please.

"G4 839A 2 weeks ago Rule G4 Pre-match setup states that at the beginning of a Match, each Robot must
meet the following criteria: 1. Only be contacting the Floor and/or the field perimeter; 2. Fit within an 11” x
19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area, bounded by the Starting Positions; 3. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
Rule R5 restates similar conditions. Rule RSC1 states standard rules apply in most cases. All rules and
scoring from previous sections apply to the Skills Matches, unless otherwise specified.
Our understanding of these rules are that the robot must fit within the dimensions specified above at the
start of each match in one of the 2 designated starting positions. There are no other rules that states
otherwise for autonomous skills matches. However, we were asked to change our autonomous skills
routine during our last competition by one of the judges as they stated the robot must fit within the starting
dimensions every time we launch a new routine in the starting area. Please clarify if we correctly
interpreted that the starting dimensions applies to only the first launch at the beginning of an autonomous
skills run or if it in fact applies to all subsequent launches in the starting position.
Answered by Game Design Committee Our understanding of these rules are that the robot must fit within
the dimensions specified above at the start of each match in one of the 2 designated starting positions.
There are no other rules that states otherwise for autonomous skills matches.
This interpretation is correct.
<RSC7> Handling Robots during a Programming Skills Match. A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired
during a Programming Skills Match. a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal
Starting Position. i. Drivers may reset or adjust the Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the
Robot Brain or activating sensors.
My clarification question; When a team returns their robot to a starting position during a programming skills run, do they
have to return it to the 19X11X15 size every time they reset the robot? Or do they have to just have it be the 9X11X15
size the first time they are in the starting position at the start of the match? If they do not have to return to the 19X11X15
size, are all of these positions (A-D, see image) legal when resetting the robot during a robot skills match?

Answered by committee

The definition of Starting Position reads as follows:

Starting Positions – The two (2) designated 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) volumes of the Field
where Robots must start the Match. Starting Positions are bounded by the inner edges of the long
black lines, outer edge of the short black line, and the inner edge of the field perimeter. See Figure 2
for more details.
RSC7 states that Robots must be brought back to a Starting Position (i.e. the 11"x19" volume where the Robot
started the Match). The requirement for a Robot to be completely confined within this volume (i.e. rule G4) only apply
during pre-Match setup, as noted in Note 2 of G4.
Therefore, all four hypothetical scenarios in your attached image would be considered legal RSC7 repositioning.
With that being said, we would advise Teams to err closer to the side of Figures A, B, and D, in the interest of
making it abundantly clear to the Head Referee that you have returned to the Starting Position.

Using field wall to maintain starting size
G4 R5

Relevant rule segments: <G4> Using Field Element, such as the field perimeter wall, to maintain starting size is only
acceptable if the Robot would still satisfy the constraints of <R5> and pass inspection without the Field Element.
<R5> Robots must fit in a sizing box. At the beginning of any Match, Robots must be smaller than 18” (457.2 mm) long by
18” (457.2 mm) wide by 18” (457.2 mm) tall. a. Robots may expand beyond their starting size constraints after the start of
a Match. b. Any restraints used to maintain starting size (i.e. zip ties, rubber bands, etc.) MUST remain attached to the
Robot for the duration of the Match.
Would it be a correct interpretation of G4 to allow: A robot mechanism that needs the field perimeter to stay within the
size constraints but can be temporarily constrained for inspection purposes with a mechanism assuming the mechanism
will not be in place during a match. The temporary mechanism in this case would still be attached to the robot but not
engaged at the beginning of the match, as the field perimeter would be holding the robot in size.

Answered by committee

No, this would not be legal. This would be considered a possible violation of R3 parts "a" and "b", which state:
<R3> Robots must pass inspection. Every Robot will be required to pass a full inspection before being
cleared to compete. This inspection will ensure that all robot rules and regulations are met. Initial
inspections will take place during team registration/practice time.
a. Significant changes to a Robot, such as a partial or full swap of Subsystem 3, must be re-inspected
before the Robot may compete again.
b. All possible functional Robot configurations must be inspected before being used in competition.
This hypothetical question represents a Robot with two functional configurations, one of which would pass
inspection, and one of which would not.

Is This Starting Position Legal?
G4

I have a question about the starting position in the VEX IQ skill challenge. During the program skill challenge, If my robot
start in the position below, is it legal? The driving base is within the starting position, the arm is longer, but not touching
the the cube.

Answered by committee

Thank you for providing an image to help clarify your question. However, please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines,
specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of the manual in your question.". The definition
of Starting Position, and rule G4, are quoted as follows:
Starting Position - The two (2) designated 11” x 19” (279mm x 482.6mm) spots on the field where
Robots must start the Match. Starting Positions are bounded by the inner edges of the long black
lines, outer edge of the short black line, and the inner edge of the field perimeter. See Figure 2 for
more details.
<G4> Pre-match setup. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must meet the following criteria: a.
Only be contacting the Floor and/or Field Perimeter. **b. Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm)
area, bounded by the Starting Position. ** c. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
The Robot in the photo you have referenced extends past the inner edges of the long black lines in the Starting
Position, and would therefore not be legal.
One "thought experiment" to help determine if a Robot is within the Starting Position would be to imagine a spotlight
shining down on the Robot - if its shadow would fall within the Starting Position, then it is legal. This similar Q&A
provides another test that Head Referees can perform before a Match:
for a Robot which pushes the limit of allowable size, a measuring tool could be as simple as sliding a
VEX IQ beam or plate along the edges of the Starting Position. (the crossbar of the VEX IQ Challenge
Sizing Tool, turned vertically, could also be used)
This answer is the same for Teamwork Challenge, Driving Skills Challenge, and Programming Skills Challenge
Matches.

Important Starting Size Clarification
G4 R4

<G4> Robots begin the Match in the starting volume. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must be smaller than a
volume of 18” (457.2 mm) long by 18” (457.2 mm) wide by 18” (457.2 mm) tall. Using Field Elements, such as the field
perimeter wall, to maintain starting size is only acceptable if the Robot would still satisfy the constraints of and pass
inspection without the Field Element. Robots in violation of this limit will be removed from the field prior to the start of the
Match, at the Head Referee’s discretion.
<R4> Robots must fit in a sizing box. At the beginning of any Match, Robots must be smaller than 18” (457.2 mm) long by
18” (457.2 mm) wide by 18” (457.2 mm) tall.
Q&A 439 www.robotevents.com/VRC/2019-2020/QA/439 Q&A 423 www.robotevents.com/VRC/2019-2020/QA/423
Although you have answered questions about starting size in the past (see q&a's listed above), we are still a bit confused
on the legality of the situations drawn below.
A & B: The robot itself is in size, but the preload is out of 18” (length wise)
C : The robot itself is out of size (height wise because of its tray), while the preload is inside of the robot
We are mainly concerned with this: if you were to put the preload into your robot and by doing so it forces a section of
your robot out of the 18"x18"x18" size (as seen in scenario C where the tray was forced outside by the preload), would
that be a legal starting position. If you could clarify which starting positions are considered legal that would be very
helpful. Thank you!

Answered by committee

First, thank you for quoting the relevant rules, searching for similar Q&A posts, and providing a clarifying image.
A & B: The robot itself is in size, but the preload is out of 18” (length wise)
These would both be legal. These are both scenarios that were intended to be covered by Q&A 439, as linked.
C : The robot itself is out of size (height wise because of its tray), while the preload is inside of the robot
This would not be legal.
Another way to word the response from Q&A 439 would be as follows:
G4 and R4 are intended to refer to Robot size only. The word 'Robot' refers to the VEX definition of 'Robot':
"Anything that has passed inspection that a Team places on the field prior to the start of a Match." An inspectionpassing Robot consists of VEX metal, wheels, gears, electronics, etc.
The hypothetical Robot C may have passed inspection (and therefore satisfied R4). Once it is placed on the field, the
Head Referee is now checking its compliance with G4. Since some portion of the metal, wheels, gears, and
electronics that make up the 'Robot' are now outside of the 18" x 18" x 18" size restriction, it is now in violation of G4.

Robot oversized before elimination match
G4 R2

at a previous event we ran into an issue where a robot had passed inspection, and after competing all day, the robot was
over sized, it was minimal, but still over sized. during the elimination rounds a sizing inspection was requested. So, how
should this handled Is the robot DQ'd Per R2e, or as discussed in R2d, the robot sits out, until it can be fixed. R2e states
"During" the match. this was caught before match started.
G4 States: Robots in violation of this limit will be removed from the field prior to the start of the Match, at the Head
Referee’s discretion. This is what was done. But during elimination match if it is a DQ, then the whole alliance is DQ'd.

Answered by committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of
the manual in your question.".
Rule R2 reads as follows, with the relevant portions bolded for emphasis:
<R2> Robots must pass inspection. Every Robot will be required to pass a full inspection before being
cleared to compete. This inspection will ensure that all robot rules and regulations are met. Initial
inspections will take place during team registration/practice time. a. Significant changes to a Robot,
such as a partial or full swap of Subsystem 3, must be re-inspected before the Robot may compete
again.
b. All possible functional Robot configurations must be inspected before being used in competition.
c. Teams may be requested to submit to random spot-inspections by event personnel. Refusal to
submit will result in Disqualification.
d. Robots which have not passed inspection (i.e. who are in violation of one or more Robot
rules) will not be permitted to play in any Matches until they have done so. <T2> will apply to
any Matches that occur until the Robot has passed inspection.
e. If a Robot has passed inspection, but is later found to be in violation of a Robot rule during a
Match, then they will be Disqualified from that Match and <R2d> will apply until the violation is
remedied and the Team is re-inspected.
G4 reads as follows:
<G4> Robots begin the Match in the starting volume. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must be
smaller than a volume of 18” (457.2 mm) long by 18” (457.2 mm) wide by 18” (457.2 mm) tall. Using
Field Elements, such as the field perimeter wall, to maintain starting size is only acceptable if the
Robot would still satisfy the constraints of <R4> and pass inspection without the Field Element. Robots
in violation of this limit will be removed from the field prior to the start of the Match, at the Head
Referee’s discretion.
The scenario as you have described would be considered a G4 violation, because it occurred prior to a Match
starting. R2-e explicitly only references a violation that is caught during a Match. Therefore, this would not be
considered a Disqualification, and R2-d would then apply for that Match and any subsequent Matches. R2 and G4
apply regardless if the Matches are Qualification Matches or Elimination Matches.

Starting Match With the Preload in the Robot
G4 R4

Good evening,

I have a question regarding the preload and how it may affect sizing at the beginning of the match. While reading R4 and
G4, the rules state that the robot must be in the 18x18x18 constraint at the beginning of the match without mention of the
preload. In Virginia tournaments, however, teams who are resized on the field are allowed to remove their preload and be
measured. Is it legal for the robot itself to be out of size with the preload in the robot in the beginning of the match?
Thank you, Korvex Robotics

Answered by committee

Good morning. Please see this similar Q&A, which states that the Preload is not intended to be used when
considering Robot size as it pertains to G4 and R4.

Sizing of Robots on the field
G4

Hello, Even though the robot in this link is slightly less than 20 inches long overall, it extends past the black line because
it hits the wall in the back. Is this a violation of the sizing?
drive.google.com/open?id=1KccaBMoFNJzMay5YEYM2jxIpaEF5mQ4Q

Answered by committee

Thank you for providing the image for clarification.
As shown, this Robot would violate the pre-match sizing restrictions displayed in G4 and Figure 11. The 1" of leeway
over the Field Perimeter wall does not translate into allowing 1" beyond the black line. However, if this robot were to
rotate 180 degrees from the orientation shown in the diagram, and the mechanism extended over the wall instead,
this would be legal.
Updated on 1/14/19 for further clarity: Note that this restriction ONLY applies to G4 and the Starting Position. It does
not apply to R5, the mid-match 11"x20" sizing restriction. From the diagram, it does not appear that this robot would
violate R5, as long as it were able to start within the Starting Position.

Hinged tracking wheel held in starting size by field tile - G4 / R5
G4 R5

Some teams use hinged tracking wheels on their robots that allow the wheel to constantly be in contact with the field tiles.
In some cases when a robot is lifted, these tracking wheels will drop down since there is nothing holding them in place
and may even be using elastics or some other mechanism to create a downward force to ensure field tile contact.
G4 specifies that a robot "must be smaller than a volume of 18” (457.2 mm) long by 18” (457.2 mm) wide by 18” (457.2
mm) tall" and not using field elements to maintain starting size.
Assuming a team does not have a mechanism in place to keep their tracking wheels from dropping down before the start
of a match when not in contact with the field tiles would this be considered a violation of G4 and possibly R5 if the robot
becomes out of starting size thus either requiring the robot be removed from the field prior to the start of a match or not
pass inspection to begin with?

Answered by committee

In the context of G4 / R5, it is a fair assumption that a Robot will begin the Match (and be inspected) while placed on
a field tile. The scenario described in this question (i.e. a mechanism which rests on a field tile when measured
within the 18"x18"x18" volume) would be legal.

